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Fragmentation of the two-phonon octupole vibrational states in208Pb
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An experiment designed to populate two-phonon vibrational states in208Pb by Coulomb excitation was
performed with a136Xe beam at a bombarding energy of 650 MeV. Theg rays from the decay of the excited
states were measured with Gammasphere and scattered particles were detected in the compact heavy-ion
counter CHICO. We have not been able to observe any state close to the expected harmonic energy of 5.2
MeV. However, we were able to extract theB(E3,31

2→61
1) value for the lowest known 61 state at 4.424 MeV

based on measuredg-ray intensities. About 20% of the expected totalE3 strength can be found in this state,
suggesting a large fragmentation of this second octupole phonon state in208Pb. Upper limits for theB(E3)
strength were determined for higher-lying, but unseen, 61 states ranging from 15% of the harmonic value at
5.2 MeV to 100% at 6.0 MeV.@S0556-2813~98!50411-6#

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 27.80.1w
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A long standing question in nuclear structure physics c
cerns the existence and the harmonicity of octupole vib
tions in 208Pb. The first excited state of208Pb is one of the
‘‘classic’’ examples of a one-phonon vibration of octupo
character. The collective nature of thisI p532 state is con-
firmed by the observed largeB(E3) value of 34 W.u.@1#. To
further establish the phonon description it is particularly i
portant to identify the two-phonon states and to meas
their energies andB(E3) strengths. Spherical and doubl
closed shell nuclei like208Pb were originally expected to
show only small anharmonicities@2#. Since the one-phonon
state is located at 2.614 MeV, a harmonic two-phonon s
is expected at twice that energy, i.e.,'5.2 MeV. However, a
deviation from a pure harmonic vibration and a splitting
the Jp501, 21, 41 and 61 members of the two-phono
multiplet has been predicted due~i! to the coupling of the
octupole vibration to quadrupole phonons@3#, ~ii ! to particle-
hole excitations@4#, and/or~iii ! to the interaction with pair-
ing vibrations@5–8#. While the various theoretical calcula
tions predict different splittings of the two-phonon multiple
they all agree that the anharmonic effects should be sm
and of the order of 200 keV or less. Only recently, the fi
promising experimental evidence for the existence of the1

member of the two-phonon vibration has been reported u
a (n,n8g) reaction@9#. The measuredg-ray energy of 2626
keV (E0

2
1 /E3

1
252.005) indicates only a slight deviatio

from a harmonic oscillation. The assignment of this state
based on the measured excitation function, angular distr
tion, and measured Doppler shift, which is consistent wit
lifetime longer than 1 ps. This state had previously be

*Present address: W. A. Wright Nuclear Structure Laborato
Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520.
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observed in a (p,t) reaction@10# as well as in (p,p8) and in
(d,p) reactions@11#, but no definitive assignment could b
made in those cases. The most crucial quantity for the id
tification of any two-phonon octupole vibrational state, t
B(E3,02

1→31
2) transition probability, has yet to be mea

sured. The aforementioned (n,n8g) reaction also contains
evidence for candidates for the 21 and the 41 two-phonon
octupole excitations@12#. Indeed, the energies of the 21 state
at 5286 keV (E21 /E3252.022) and the 41 state at 5216
keV (E41 /E3251.995) are very close to the expected ha
monic values. While the lifetimes of these states have b
measured, they are predominantly determined by largeE1
decay rates, which are consistent with those expected for
decay of octupole phonon states, but by no means repre
an unambiguous identification.

The lifetime is a unique measure of the octupole colle
tivity only for the decay of the 01 state. By contrast, Cou
lomb excitation is sensitive to all theB(E3,32

→01,21,41,61) values. In Coulomb excitation, the 61 state
of the multiplet is expected to be the most strongly pop
lated. To date, no heavy-ion induced experiment designe
measure theg decay following the possible excitation of th
second octupole phonon in208Pb by Coulomb and/or nuclea
interaction has been able to observe any reliable candida
Most of the attempts@13–16# were performed at bombardin
energies above the Coulomb barrier, where the nuclear in
action is expected to increase strongly the population pr
ability of the double phonon members@13#. However, due to
the uncertainties in calculating the population of the phon
states via deep-inelastic reactions, it is extremely difficul
not impossible to extract sensitive limits for the existence
phonon states@17#.

Following upon the results of our previous work@17#, this
paper reports on an experiment to investigate the tw
,
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phonon octupole vibrations in208Pb at a bombarding energ
below the Coulomb barrier, where Coulomb excitation dom
nates. Using the high sensitivity of the 4p-g-ray spectrom-
eter Gammasphere@18# we planned to search for indication
of 61 states close to 5.2 MeV. The knowledge of the mec
nism of Coulomb excitation enables us to extractE3 matrix
elements if we observe these states and if not, it allows u
place sensitive limits on their occurrence. It also allows us
determine matrix elements for other states whose popula
is sufficiently strong that the intensities of their decay can
extracted. The measurement was performed using a thin
get (0.9 mg/cm2) of 208Pb ~99.86% enriched! bombarded by
a beam of 136Xe delivered by the 88-Inch Cyclotron o
LBNL, at an energy of 650 MeV, e.g., 7% below the Co
lomb barrier @19#. The g rays were detected by Gamma
phere consisting, at that time, of 93 large-volume Compt
suppressed Ge detectors; in this configuration the photo-p
efficiency is estimated to be 9% atEg51.0 MeV and 5% at
Eg52.6 MeV. The choice of a bombarding energy of 6
MeV instead of the ‘‘safe’’ energy of 550 MeV@19# is based
on the fact that the excitation cross section of the 61 mem-
ber, for instance, can thereby be increased by an orde
magnitude due to the high excitation steps of'2.6 MeV
involved. The newly constructed two-dimensional positio
sensitive, parallel-plate avalanche counter CHICO@20# was
used to select binary collisions, to correct for the Doppl
shift of theg rays emitted in-flight, and to determine excit
tion probabilities as a function of the scattering ang
CHICO covers the angular range 12°<q lab<85° and 95°
<q lab<168° and 280° inw lab for a total of 2.7p coverage in
solid angle. The forward 20° of the scattering angle w
shielded to exclude elastic scattering processes. The an
resolution inq lab is 1° and inw lab is 9°. Although the beam
energy is above the ‘‘safe’’ energy, for forward scatteri
(q lab<85°) the distance of closest approach is nonethe
large enough to preclude nuclear interactions. For this re
tion, forward scattering of the projectile implies the observ
tion of both particles (p) in CHICO and enables the dete
mination of the masses by the relative angles and the tim
flight difference of both particles. A mass resolution of abo
10% allowed us to uniquely identify the projectilelike an
the targetlike reaction products for forward-angle scatteri
while particle identification was unambiguous for back sc
tering.

During the experiment about 8.53107 p-p-g and 5.8
3106 p-p-g-g events were collected. The hevimet abso
ers, normally installed in front of the BGO shields, we
removed to allow the measurement of theg-ray multiplicity
and sum energy. The data were sorted into 15 scatter
angle-dependentg-ray histograms andg-g coincidence ma-
trices, Doppler corrected for target-like particles. Each of
scattering-angle regions coveredDqc.m.510°. Furthermore,
six g-g matrices were incremented for the sum of all scatt
ing angles and events restricted to forward scattering, u
projectile-projectile, target-target, and projectile-target Do
pler corrections. In this type of experiment, involving lo
g-ray multiplicity and relatively highg-ray energies, we had
to take into account Compton scattering between Ge crys
by adding the energies of adjacent Ge detectors. T
neighbor-add procedure is particularly important wh
-
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searching for weak transitions by gating ong-ray energies
below the Compton edge of strongg-ray transitions.1

To date, experimental evidence exists for five 61 states in
208Pb. They are located at excitation energies of 4.424 M
@1#, 5.213 MeV@1,21#, 5.738 MeV@22#, 5.993 MeV@1,21#,
and 6.332 MeV@1#. Figure 1 presents a partial level schem
including all the states which were taken into account in
Coulomb excitation calculations discussed below. TwoE1
decays of the 4.424 MeV state to the two lowest-lying 52

levels have been observed whereby the decay to the 3
MeV state is one order of magnitude stronger than the de
to 52

2 level at 3.708 MeV@21#. One E1 transition to the
lowest 52 state and oneE2 transition to the 61

1 level at
4.424 MeV has been measured from the 5.213 MeV st
For the 5.738 MeV level only theE2 decay to the 4.424
MeV state has been observed, while four different dec
pathways are known for the 5.993 MeV 64

1 state@21#. We
note here that none of the 61 assignments above 5 MeV
seems well established. The assignment of the 5.213 M
state is uncertain because a doublet has been suggest
this excitation energy@12#. The 63

1 state was measured onl
once without further explanation supporting the propos
spin assignment@22#. The 64

1 assignment at 5.993 MeV wa
originally only tentative @23# and the measured deca
branches in@21# cast some doubts on the 61 assignment.
Finally, the 65

1 state at 6.332 MeV has hardly been me
tioned anywhere. Despite these uncertainties in the ass
ments, the decay branches of the first three 61 states to low-
lying 52 and 61 states are in agreement with expectatio
and measurements, e.g., in neighboring nuclei@12#. Whether

1In 208Pb, the cross scattering of the 2.614 MeVg ray through the
individual BGO anti-Compton shields generates background aro
2 MeV which overlaps with the predicted energy of one of t
strong decays from the 61 double-octupole phonon state.

FIG. 1. Partial level scheme of208Pb used in the Coulomb ex
citation calculations. The arrows indicate the observed transitio
The dotted lines mark the expected excitation energies for a p
harmonic vibration.
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the E1 decays or theE2 decays dominate will strongly de
pend on the hindrance for theE1 decays. Based on thi
discussion we will assume in the estimations below that
decays to the lowest-lying 52 state and to the lowest-lying
61 state are the strongest pathways and we will use the
servational limits for these transitions to determine limits
theB(E3) values of the 61 member of the two-phonon qua
druplet. However, also weaker decay branches like the t
sition between the 52

2 level at 3.708 MeV and the 61
1 level at

4.424 MeV have also been taken into account accordin
measured branching ratios.

Figure 2 shows two regions of a spectrum in208Pb, gen-
erated by gating on the 52→32 transition at 584 keV, which
is supposed to be part of the first dominant decay path for
61 as well as for the 41 member of the two-phonon multip
let. The spectrum is summed over all scattering angles.
sides the known 278 keV, 507 keV, 1124 keV, 1225 ke
and 2614 keV transitions, no additional transition could
identified from this coincidence gate. The arrows indic
expected energies from previously suggested 61 states at
5.213 MeV and 5.738 MeV. From this spectrum we are a
to obtain intensity limits for previously observed transitio
and, more generally, for anyg ray corresponding to the de
cay of a state at any excitation energy assuming similar
cay paths as described above. The following estimation
observational limits are based on intensities correspondin
2 standard deviations above background. These limits
then be used to set limits for theB(E3,31

2→61) values for
61 states at the assumed excitation energies.

Sufficient statistics have been collected for seven tra
tions to obtain the scattering angle dependence in the C
lomb excitation region of forward scattering. The Coulom
excitation calculations have been performed with the co
puter codeGOSIA developed at the University of Rochest
@24#, which also calculatesg-ray intensities taking into ac
count matrix elements, conversion coefficients, branching
tios, and lifetimes. Figure 3 shows the experimental ang
distribution normalized to the 31

2→01 transition as obtained
from either g-ray singles or coincidence measuremen
While the B(E3,01→31

2), B(E2,01→21
1), and B(E2,31

2

→51
2) values are known, theB(El) values for the other

transitions under consideration have been determined f

FIG. 2. Different regions of ag-ray energy spectrum for a tar
getlike Doppler-shift correction after gating on the 52→32 transi-
tion at 584 keV. The arrows indicate the expected energies
transitions related to the next two higher-lying 61 states~see text!.
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the fits to the experimental data. A full fit of all matrix ele
ments was not possible because the available data are i
ficient to overdetermine the many unknown matrix elemen
The quoted uncertainties in the matrix elements were de
mined by varying their magnitude. The solid lines show t
results of theGOSIA calculations and, as a reference, t
dashed lines indicate the expected yields for a ‘‘safe’’ bo
barding energy of 550 MeV using the same matrix eleme
There is good agreement between the experimental data
the calculations for distant collisions, suggesting, that
deed, Coulomb excitation is still dominating at these ang
but with an increase in cross section of about one orde
magnitude with respect to the ‘‘safe’’ energy. The enhan
ment for the higher spin states and the suppression for the1

state for closer collisions can be understood in terms of
nuclear interaction, which is expected to set in at larger s
tering angles. As shown in Ref.@13#, excitations due to the
nuclear interaction do not depend on the transferred spin
excitation energy and are also not as sensitive to collec
modes as Coulomb excitation. Therefore, we expect a r
tively stronger excitation for higher multipolarities. Since th
data are normalized to the 32 decay, the 21 decay intensity
is reduced while decays of states with higher spin are
hanced.

It is not possible to extract uniqueE2 or E3 matrix ele-
ments for the excitation of the 41

1 state at 4.323 MeV. This

or

FIG. 3. Measured and calculatedg-ray yields normalized to the
32→01 transition at 2614 keV as a function of the projectile sc
tering angle. The solid circles are measuredg-ray single yields, the
open circles are observedg-g coincidence yields. The full lines are
the results of calculations withGOSIA at a bombarding energy o
650 MeV. The dashed lines are results of calculations usin
‘‘safe’’ bombarding energy of 550 MeV. The vertical dotted line
indicate the separation between the Coulomb excitation region
the region of more deep-inelastic processes, including nuclear in
actions.
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state can be excited by twoE2 steps as well as by twoE3
steps and the two paths interfere. This can be seen by ch
ing the sign of theE3 matrix element and recognizing th
change in the excitation probability of the 41 state. Despite
this fact, we can estimate upper limits ofM (E2)50.24e b
for the 21→41 and M (E3)521.1 e b3/2 for the 32→41

excitation. The limit of theE3 matrix element accounts fo
about 77% of the expectedE3 strength in the 41 member of
the two-phonon multiplet. For the excitation of the 61

1 state
at 4.424 MeV, we expect threeE2 steps to be much weake
than two E3 steps since no interference is observed wh
changing the sign. First of all, assuming a direct excitation
the 61

1 state at 4.424 MeV we can extract anE3 matrix
element ofM (E3)520.8060.10e b3/2. However, since we
cannot exclude the presence ofg decays from higher lying
61 states into the 4.424 MeV state, this value represent
upper limit. We can also determine the matrix element
taking into account the population, and subsequent de
branches of previously suggested 61 states. For instance
taking the 62

1 state at 5.213 MeV into account, using th
quoted branching ratio for the 789 keV and 2015 keV tra
sitions @21# and taking the observational limit for the 201
keV transition ~which is more sensitive than the 789 ke
transition! M (E3)520.7060.10e b3/2 is now obtained for
the 61

1 state. In turn, a value ofM (E3)520.64
60.09e b3/2 was extracted if only the 63

1 level at 5.738
MeV is considered. Finally, taking both states at 5.213 M
and 5.738 MeV into account and assuming the same bra
ing ratios as before, a matrix element of20.60
60.09e b3/2 remains for the excitation of the 61

1 state. The
additional consideration of the higher lying 61 states with
their corresponding intensity limits would exceed by far t
harmonic value of the expectedE3 value ~e.g., the sum of
the extractedE3 strengths for the latter case including thr
61 states accounts for about 85% of the total harmo
strength!. This result reflects the lacking sensitivity to th
higher-lying states in the performed experiment. Further
tails about the Coulomb excitation calculations will be p
sented in a forthcoming report. The mentioned values for
E3 matrix element of the lowest 61

1 state at 4.424 MeV
account for 28.266.6% @M (E3)520.8060.10e b3/2#,
21.665.9% @M (E3)520.7060.10e b3/2#, 18.064.8%
@M (E3)520.6560.09 eb3/2#, or 15.964.4% @M (E3)5
20.6060.09e b3/2# of the expected strength of the ha
monic value which is 1.507e b3/2 @2#. This result is surpris-
ing since it implies that about 20% of the expected stren
can be found 800 keV below the anticipated harmonic
ergy, a result which has not been anticipated by theory@4#.
The only calculation which predicts a shift of the 61 state to
lower energies is based on the measured intrinsic quadru
moment (Q50.3460.10e b2) @3# of the one-phonon state
However, even a value ofQ50.44e b2 can only account for
a maximum shift of about 200 keV. The 61

1 state has been
interpreted originally as a mixture of a (ng9/2)(n i 13/2)

21 and
a (ph9/2)(ph11/2)

21 particle-hole excitation@1,21#. The in-
spection of the systematic given in@21# reveals the interest
ing fact that this state lies lower than the expected ene
This observation is also true for the 41

1 state. It is possible
then that this particle-hole state mixes with the two-phon
ng-
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state and is shifted down in energy while picking up part
the phononE3 strength. It should be stressed that with t
information obtained in this experiment a lower limit valu
of zero for theB(E3) value cannot be ruled out. This is du
to the fact that many 61 states could exist between 5 Me
and 6 MeV, each only contributing a small fraction of th
total E3 strength, and feeding the observed 61 state with
intensities smaller than the observational limits. While
principle possible, this scenario seems unrealistic given
expected density of 61 states in this excitation energy re
gion.

Finally, assuming only one other 61 state above 4.424
MeV, the intensity limits imply a maximumE3 component.
Again, we took two decay pathways to obtain observatio
limits into account, those corresponding to the 61→61

1 and
61→51

2 transitions. Weaker decay branches to higher-ly
52 and 61 states have been implicitly taken into account
using the same matrix elements which have been determ
for the lower-lying states. We must emphasize at this po
that in the unlikely scenario of a strong decay to a differe
state which we have not considered here could potenti
increase the upper limit. Figure 4 summarizes the extrac
E3-strength limits relative to the theoretical value expec
for a pure two-phonon harmonic oscillation as a function
the energy of the assumed 61 state. The energy dependen
reflects the Coulomb excitation probability of a 61 state: just
above 5.2 MeV, the adiabatic cutoff for this excitation pr
cess sets in and, accordingly, our sensitivity limit decreas
The kink at 5.738 MeV is due to the higher background
1314 keV~the 63

1→61
1 transition! which is close to the very

FIG. 4. Limits on theB(E3) values of 61 states in208Pb ob-
tained by combining experimentally observed intensity limits a
GOSIA calculations as a function of the excitation energy of the1

state. The strength limits are also given relative to theoretical va
expected for a pure harmonic octupole vibration. In addition,
B(E3) value obtained for the only observed 61

1 state at 4.424 MeV
is shown. The given error follows from the assumption that
maximum 61

1 decay intensity is determined only by the direct pop
lation of this state, and the minimum by considering the feed
according to the observational limits from the next two higher1

states~see text!.
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strong 21→01 transition in136Xe. For an excitation energy
of 5.2 MeV the sensitivity limit translates into a maximu
E3 strength of 15% of the harmonic octupole vibration. Th
result, when combined with the finding of about 20% of t
expected strength at 4.424 MeV, suggests a possible f
mentation of the two-phononE3 strength by mixing with
particle-hole states occurring in the range of 5–7 MeV.

In summary, we have performed an experiment to sea
for two-phonon octupole vibrational states in208Pb by Cou-
lomb exciting208Pb with a136Xe beam at an energy of 65
MeV. Scattered particles were detected by the tw
dimensional position-sensitive CHICO array andg rays were
measured with Gammasphere. The experiment did not id
tify any new state around 5.2 MeV, the energy where
two-phonon members are expected to be located for a
monic vibration, nor did we observe any previously know
61 state of higher excitation energy. However, the low
lying 61 state at 4.424 MeV was populated with aB(E3)
value that accounts for about 20% of the harmonic val
Moreover, we have been able to obtain limits forE3 matrix
M

C

T.

, E

s,
g-

h

-

n-
e
r-

t

.

elements of states close to the harmonic energy. Base
this analysis we conclude that any 61 state at an energy o
about 5.2 MeV will have anE3 matrix element with less
than 15% of the harmonicE3 strength. Although the 41

1

state at 4.323 MeV has been observed with an intensity c
parable to that of the 61

1 state at 4.424 MeV, it is not pos
sible to extract theE2 norE3 matrix elements for this state
since these excitation pathways interfere with each oth
Possibly, the observed distribution of theE3 strength in 61

states points to a large fragmentation of the octupole vib
tional strength of the two-phonon state by mixing wi
particle-hole states.
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